C e r t a i nTe e d

Vinyl Fence Products

Why choose
Bufftech over other
vinyl products?
®

Bufftech vinyl fence
outperforms other vinyl fencing.

A vinyl fence is one of the largest investments
you’ll make to enhance the beauty and value of
your home. While you may find a less expensive
option, consider what you’re really getting for
your money.
Take a closer look at what sets Bufftech® apart from
other vinyl fencing.

High-quality raw materials
When you purchase a Bufftech fence, you can be assured you’re
getting a high-quality product that’s consistent from panel
to panel, picket to picket. Bufftech vinyl fence is made with
carefully selected ingredients designed to increase durability
and long-term performance. Bufftech uses a high percentage
of titanium dioxide, a critical additive that protects vinyl from
potentially harmful UV rays, in all of its vinyl fence products.
Lower-cost vinyl products often use less TiO2 because of the
added expense. Without it, vinyl fence can become cracked and
brittle due to weathering.

Steel reinforced railings
Bufftech vinyl fence products feature a steel reinforced bottom
rail for a stronger, more rigid fence, which reduces the chances
of sagging or bowing.

Heavyweight pickets
Bufftech’s heavyweight pickets provide superior impact strength
and resist the warping and oil canning found in flat panel fence.

Routed rails and fence posts
Bufftech vinyl fence systems feature precision-routed rails for safe,
secure picket attachment and easy assembly. Bufftech’s routed
fence posts provide a secure connection that allows for thermal
expansion season after season.

Concealed fasteners
All Bufftech vinyl fence systems feature concealed fasteners
for a sleek, clean finish. Pickets are installed without unsightly
brackets, screws or glue that can compromise the safety and
security of the fence.

Building code compliant

A better value over time

Bufftech vinyl fence is tested to the highest standards
for performance. The Bufftech line includes styles
approved for use around swimming pools and in high
wind conditions (Miami-Dade County approved
NOA#12-1106.11, expires 3-13-2018).

While a Bufftech vinyl fence may cost slightly more than other
vinyl fence products, over time you’ll find that Bufftech outlasts
and outperforms its cheaper counterparts.

Meets ASTM standards
Bufftech vinyl fencing also meets the strict standards of
the ASTM. Some vinyl fences do not comply with these
specifications.

How does the competition stack up?
Bufftech premium vinyl fence provides performance features
that far surpass other vinyl fences. Before choosing a fence,
compare the features most important to you with what other vinyl
fences offer.

Innovative styles, colors and textures
Bufftech leads the vinyl fence industry with the widest
array of styles, colors and textures. Our CertaGrain® and
Select Cedar authentic woodgrain textures recreate the
look of natural wood fencing, while our CertaStucco™
fence offers an innovative alternative to traditional stucco
walls. The Bufftech color palette includes 9 solid colors
and 4 blended colors.

ColorLast™ fade protection

Bufftech Vinyl
Fence

Performance Features
Lifetime limited transferable warranty
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Parts and labor warranty
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Steel reinforced rails
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Routed rails and posts
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Concealed fasteners
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Bufftech is the only vinyl fence manufacturer to offer
ColorLast™ dark color fade protection, an acrylic
formulation that provides superior protection from the
harsh rays of the sun.

Heavyweight pickets
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High-quality raw materials
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Lead free
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Lifetime limited warranty protection

Building code compliant
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Bufftech vinyl fence products are backed by an outstanding
lifetime limited transferable warranty, which includes our
exclusive SureStart™ protection. SureStart covers
warranted repair and replacement costs – including labor –
for five years after installation.

Meets ASTM standards
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Wide choice of colors
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Dark color fade protection
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Woodgrain and stucco textures
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100 years of quality products, made in
the U.S.A.

Made in the U.S.A.
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Bufftech vinyl fence is proudly made in the U.S.A. by
CertainTeed Corporation, a trusted name in building
products for more than a century. Since 1904, CertainTeed
has earned a reputation among homeowners and building
professionals alike as a respected manufacturer of highquality building materials.

ASK ABOUT ALL OF OUR OTHER CERTAINTEED ® PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS:
ROOFING • SIDING • TRIM • DECKING • RAILING • FENCE • FOUNDATIONS
GYPSUM • CEILINGS • INSULATION • PIPE
www.certainteed.com

http://blog.certainteed.com

CertainTeed Corporation
P.O. Box 860
Valley Forge, PA 19482
Professional: 800-233-8990
Consumer: 800-782-8777
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